Background: Energy models are used to illustrate, calculate and evaluate energy futures under given assumptions. The results of energy models are energy scenarios representing uncertain energy futures.
Background
In this paper, a method for an explicit, quantitative uncertainty assessment suitable for quantitative energy models with input variables is proposed. The method discussed renders the uncertainty evaluation more tangible to modellers and receivers of energy model scenarios. It can be perceived as an application of the discussion provided by Culka in [1] . The proposed quantification of uncertainty departs from a probabilistic assessment in Bayesian terms. The Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) method is a well-established concept which already has been applied in energy economics [2, 3] . By intention, the method presented is not novel and relies on accepted concepts and theories. However, the presented definition of uncertainty derived from basic probability theory is novel, and the application was not formulated as such for energy economic contexts to my knowledge. The approach could add to the currently limited tools of uncertainty quantification in energy modelling. The presented method as discussed in this paper, does not claim to resolve the question of reliability of model results. In particular, it is limited to the assessment of input variables, and a specific kind of assumption uncertainty. It does explicitly not address the quantification of model-specific error propagation.
The objectives of this paper are to (1) raise awareness that uncertainty in energy scenarios needs to be addressed ("Background" section ), (2) provide a definition of an uncertainty measure ("Methods" section) and (3) exemplify the uncertainty assessment for input variables with BMA and probabilistic uncertainty in a case study (Methods: "Case study" section). In this section, I will focus on the relevance of such a method based on current practice and criticisms on available uncertainty assessments. I am briefly introducing the kinds of uncertainty the case study assess, and I am ending the section with the introduction of the premise which has to be accepted in order to formulate an uncertainty assessment for the results of energy models based on their input variables.
Energy models are representations of the energy system including different sub-systems. The target system cannot be described solely in terms of one system without ignoring decisive elements. In contrast, a system model of a physical process could be described for example by the laws of thermodynamics. Energy models, however, represent a target system involving physical, societal, political, environmental and other aspects as central elements, for example, energy system models such as TIMES [4] , or MESSAGE [5] . Many energy models aim at a broad inclusion of target system elements, e.g. an inclusion of different energy carriers, different economic sectors, environmental aspects and extensive regional inclusion. The results are large and complex models that are difficult to analyse with respect to uncertainty and internal error propagation. Error propagation estimation and analysis of individual models may even be impossible due to the complexity of mathematical formulations, ad hoc assumptions, idealisations of the target system and lack of empirical verification (of parts) of the model. The choice of model boundaries, the level of abstraction or idealisation, mathematical representation and used optimisation routines are highly individual for every energy model. Early attempts of quality improvement for energy models have mainly focussed on technical modelling aspects [6] . Recent evaluation processes include next to classical uncertainty estimation methods [7] also approaches for developing adaptive policies under uncertainty [8] . Classical uncertainty estimation includes statistical analysis as, for example, output means, variances, sampling techniques, e.g. Monte Carlo, sensitivity analysis, and the like. In the light of uncertainty, which is not uniquely due to model characteristics, other techniques as robustness analysis or explicit integration of subjective features have been discussed recently [9] . These methods are focussed on decision support, which is especially relevant if energy model results are used to derive recommendations.
Models are used to compute scenarios of the energy system in future. These may be demanded by economy, political institutions or stakeholders. Assisting the evaluation of impacts for policy analysis is a central role of quantitative energy modelling [10, 11] . Mathematical energy models are a simplified and idealised representation of a target system. Due to these simplifications and idealisations of mathematical models, the uncertainty regarding assumptions and stochastic processes in (parts of ) the energy system being modelled, energy models and their results-energy scenarios-face uncertainty. As energy scenarios can serve for political advice and may be influential for political decisions, an uncertainty analysis for energy scenarios seems to be necessary. For the decision maker, it would provide relevant information regarding the relevance and reliability of energy scenarios.
What the term "scenario" refers to is not clearly defined in the literature. Van Notten describes more than 11 definitions and common applications for scenarios [12] . Lindgren concisely summarises paradoxes and applications for scenario techniques [13] . Both agree that scenario building is a fundamentally intuitive and creative process, involving associations, inferred causal patterns and other ideas. Scenarios are a widely used technique if future developments are to be evaluated [14] . Önkal et al. differentiate between method-based statistical forecasting and forecasting with scenarios and emphasise the latter being a conceptual description of a plausible future which underlines reasoning and uncertainty [15] . In this paper, the term energy scenario refers to the output of quantitative energy models of any mathematical kind. In energy economics, energy scenarios are used to describe possible, plausible or probable future energy system states [16] . The limitation of the future to some defined input scenarios, also called storylines or key assumptions, implies a subjective and decisive preselection of futures scrutinised with an energy model. This is a delicate process which should involve expert knowledge and rigorous attention concerning plausibility and reciprocal assumption impact [17] . The agreed assumptions, model design and formulation, and the specific question to be answered by an energy model, form the basis for the calculation of energy scenarios. So, energy scenarios should be understood for this paper as the quantitative and interpretative outputs of mathematical energy models.
Typically, an energy scenario is accompanied with a statement such as "if the assumptions hold, the costeffective [mutatis mutandis, e.g. high supply security, lowcarbon] pathway to an energy system with low carbon emissions [mutatis mutandis, e.g. share of renewables] in 2030 is energy scenario X". Attention should be paid to the disclaimer "if the assumptions hold". This makes any energy scenario (the output of a given energy model) conditional on the input assumptions. Many model-based outlooks explicitly avoid terms like "forecast" being well aware that energy scenarios hold uncertainty but avoid specification, let alone quantification. For example the ENTSO-E scenario outlook 2014-2030 speaks of four "visions" explicating that "The four visions are based on distinctively different assumptions, thus the actual future evolution of parameters is expected to lie in-between." [18] Implicitly, this asserts that model outcomes depend on the assumptions made. In the Word Energy Outlook (WEO) of 2011, the International Energy Agency explicitly distances from producing forecasts, but provides "a set of internally consistent projections: none should be considered as a forecast" [19] . In spite of the uncertain nature of these projections, these are designed by the authors for real decision support. The WEO explicates in their selfpresentation that "the WEO projections are used by the public and private sector as a framework on which they can base their policy-making, planning and investment decisions and to identify what needs to be done to arrive at a supportable and sustainable energy future" [20] . I will call these forms of uncertainty admittance a general disclaimer. Another example of the current standard uncertainty treatment by BP, who provides an explicit disclaimer, yet does not specify how uncertain results are in their perception. "Forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events, and depend on circumstances, that will or may occur in the future. Actual outcomes may differ depending on a variety of factors […]" [21] .
Evidentially if, as IEA states, such outlooks can be used to base decisions on them, an accompanying explicit uncertainty assessment should be beneficiary for recipients. Given that, as explained by the BP disclaimer, basically all relevant model inputs face uncertainty to an unspecified extent, how should the recipient include that in her decision-making process?
If an uncertainty assessment should be of value for a recipient of an outlook or a study, it seemingly demands more than a general disclaimer that things could turn out to be different. Ideally, it would render uncertainty associated with outcomes tangible and understandable, cf. [1] .
Uncertainty associated with energy models and their results have received little attention in the literature. Walker et al. have developed a definition framework, i.e. the uncertainty matrix, used to identify uncertainty in energy models according to location, nature and level [22] . Van der Sluijs et al. developed the Numerical Unit Spread Assessment Pedigree (NUSAP) method and applied the uncertainty evaluation to different models [23] to produce a diagnostic diagram. The decisive role of assumption value-ladenness is stressed by Kloprogge [24] . Refsgaard et al. have reviewed 14 uncertainty assessment methods, including the two methods mentioned above. They present suitable methods for uncertainty treatment at various stages of the modelling process detailed for different levels of ambition or available resources [25] . The NUSAP approach applied different methods: an expert elicitation workshop, a meta-level analysis of similarities and differences in scenario results of six energy models, and a sensitivity analysis based on Morris [26] . Expert elicitation for uncertainty quantification (or qualification), in particular faces some challenges. The often used Delphi method [27] suffers from inevitably present psychological aspects, for example, question design, conflict aversion, status and competence presentation of an expert, majority opinion pressure, cf. [28] , to name just a few. The subjective character of such evaluations entails some disadvantages of the method. An uncertainty assessment should yield reproducible results, irrespective of the individual expert questioned. But given a different group of experts or different questionnaire design, an uncertainty assessment based on expert elicitation could yield significantly different results.
An uncertainty assessment should provide a clear understanding how reliable a model result is. This understanding should not be conditional on the expertise of the recipient, nor should it depend on the person(s) assessing uncertainties. However, expert knowledge is an important part of uncertainty assessment and should be included, relativised by statistical facts and a reproducible computation method. The assessment should be applicable to the different energy models with a sufficient degree of individuality for each model, yet a common methodology applicable for different mathematical energy model types. The presented method accommodates all these aspects: BMA is a reproducible computation method, based on statistical facts which are independent of psychological and subjective evaluation. By means of prior probabilities, valuable expert knowledge can nonetheless be incorporated and is relativised by statistical evidence. Applying the method to input variables allows versatile employment regarding different mathematical types of energy models. The result of the method is an explicit quantitative uncertainty assessment indicating reliability in well-known terms of probability. A typical energy model incorporates physical facts, for example, stocks of electricity generation capacity within system boundaries, storage capacities, electricity or gas grid infrastructure information, car stock, and the like, depending on the scope and aim of the energy model. These facts (at least for the base year or calibration) face uncertainty to a lesser extent than other assumptions. A more delicate issue are "facts" about the future. A typical model would need such input to compute an optimal solution or simulate consequences for a given time horizon. For example, energy prices, population growth, future efficiency standards, housing stocks, technology fix and variable costs, etc. These assumptions are highly influential for model results. Intuitively, the further in the future the assumption applies, for example, technology investment cost in 2030, the less certain can the modeller be that such an assumption will hold given the target system may develop in many different ways over decades. However, quantitatively formulating assumptions for future developments is indispensable if a model-based assessment is desired. Speaking somewhat loosely and exaggerating, one might say, a model shows what is assumed to be true-in a sophisticated and complex way, beyond what thinking about the modelled question would allow the average person-or even the expert-comprehending in terms of inter-relations and cross-impact. However, using a complex model does not implicitly mean using a good model. Complex models tend to rely on many assumptions. These assumptions might or might not be true and are hence facing uncertainty. Uncertainty over time of such assumptions means that if a model has a modelling horizon, 1 and model results are displayed as time series, the related uncertainty of the results must increase. This is due to the facts that model inherent simplifications and generalisations perform error propagation, and that assumptions regarding mid-or long-term future are uncertain. The interactive, reactive and non-deterministic nature of the world leads to limited predictability of states of the target system in the future. For example, a natural gas price assumption is influenced by other processes in the target system such as extraction rates, transportation infrastructure, political stability of producing countries, and the like. There might even be a time-lagged back loop, for, if the natural gas price is high enough, alternative extraction methods (aka unconventional gas) may become economic, this in turn increases supply and this in turn could lower the price. 2 Such timely interrelated effects may be put aside for now; however, it exemplifies that a complex world demands for complex models. Given that natural gas extraction is a process which has to be planned and engineered, is contractually governed, and relies on exhaustible sources, the assumption for the next month may be less uncertain than an assumption for 2040 where little planning and engineering investment have yet been communicated, contracts may not yet exist, and, the location and development of possible new gas fields is not foreseeable at the moment. BMA for input variables allows an assessment of these relations, and via predictive densities, consistent storylines can be developed. The approach does not analyse which specific value for an assumption is more or less likely, rather, it evaluates the uncertainty of relations in the target system represented in the energy model, whichever value is used to design a storyline.
Another practice in modelling, which is sensible to uncertainty, are ad hoc assumptions. These may, for example, be bound restricting the solution space of a Linear Program (LP) or elasticity of substitution assumptions in Computable Generalised Equilibrium (CGE) models [29, 30] . Such assumptions are a modeller's subjective choice and decisively influence the model results. This is not to say that these assumptions lack legitimacy; however, model-embedded ad hoc assumptions seem not to be as transparent as key assumptions which are reported as scenarios, for example, the "New Policies Scenario" of the International Energy Agency [19] in contrast to the model-embedded ad hoc assumptions [31] . Assumptions based on the modeller's expert opinion can be beneficiary in answering a research question. However, if these assumptions are not transparent, the possibility of unwarranted and uncertain model results should be communicated.
This type of uncertainty is called assumption uncertainty or, in Walker's terms, input uncertainty and parameter uncertainty. Other locations of uncertainty analysed by Walker are context uncertainty which is addressed if Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) for input variables is carried out. What explicitly is not addressed in this example of input variable uncertainty is model uncertainty, i.e. uncertainty that is held conceptually in the energy model (the mathematical formulation) and model technical uncertainty (arising from the computer implementation) [22] . This is for two reasons: model uncertainty is a highly individual issue and can best be investigated for a specific model. The method discussed in this paper aims to be a versatile assessment method that can be applied to any energy model using input variables. Secondly, the respective (dis-)advantages of energy model types are suspected to be known, for example, the need for linearisation of constraints in Linear Programs, or the potentially wrong default position in probabilistic non-linear models, cf. [32] . It is upon the energy modeller to choose a suitable model for a given question. Evidentially, other sources of uncertainty than input uncertainty and parameter uncertainty which is investigated in the presented paper are present. In response to that fact, a lower bound of uncertainty is proposed. The corresponding premise that needs to be accepted can be formulated as follows.
Premise: The output of an energy model cannot be less uncertain than the input to an energy model.
The premise captures the idea that an energy model is not a tool which reduces uncertainty and could predict a future with certainty based on uncertain assumptions about the target system. The relation of energy system aspects, the bearing of interrelated systems and the actual values are uncertain. The idealisations and generalisations in quantitative models cannot reduce uncertainty but increase it as they are known to not represent the target system isomorphic. Simplifying a highly complex reality is the whole point of using a model. However, comparing model results and reality, called empirical adequacy, is the only way to determine whether the model is over simplifying or missing relevant aspects. Actually, model output is not only dependent on input variables but on the very formulation of a specific model, and its version. The relevance of model changes (structural, system constraints and parameters) for model output is significant, cf. [33] . This indicates that a model-designed accordingly-may generate any output. But model-specific empirical inadequacy and error propagation is not the focus of the presented case study. Rather, it is an assessment which is independent of individual models, providing a tool to evaluate input value uncertainty (even if the model could represent reality). In other words, even a perfect model (w.r.t. empirical adequacy) cannot provide certain results, for it is uncertain which values the input variables will take. This uncertainty is addressed, generally referring to "relevant developments", captured in story lines and scenario formulation. The presented method provides a tool for statistical analysis of such assumptions.
If this premise is accepted, an uncertainty assessment of input variables of a specific energy model could yield an evaluation of the form: uncertainty for input variable Y is at least X%. One could argue that this is an unspecific uncertainty assessment, but actually, it also accounts for a type of uncertainty that can hardly be addressed differently, viz. epistemic uncertainty. 3 Although assessment methods for epistemic uncertainty have been proposed in other contexts [34] , these methods do not seem to be applicable in energy modelling. By epistemic uncertainties in the context of energy models I mean a form of under-determinism or "notknowability" of decisive influences on the energy system. Unfortunately, energy models have a rather poor history of empirical adequacy (aka model fit) [35, 36] . For example, most energy models cannot account for political decisions, scientific cognition of other disciplines (relevant for the energy system) or natural hazard consequences. This implicitly means that any energy model has an embedded assumption regarding a "business as usual"--environment for the energy system, and some influences are simply unknown and not accounted for. This fact needs to be addressed. But as anticipating or quantifying such influences seems impossible, a lower bound of uncertainty is suggested, respecting that unknown influences might increase deviation of model results and reality by more than the assessed uncertainty and to an unspecifiable extent.
Methods

Probability assessment
Departing from the above stated premise that an energy model output cannot be less uncertain than its input and the fact that epistemic uncertainty must be respected by a method, an uncertainty assessment in probabilistic terms of input variables will be presented. Input variables are specific for each energy model, for example, the model documentation of the World Energy Model (WEM) details the relevant input variables [31] .
The idea is that input variables are dependent on influences. The assumed dependencies in the target system are the basis for scenarios or storylines for energy models, for example, the IEA states in their WEO 2015 executive summary "The process of adjustment in the oil market is rarely a smooth one, but, in our central scenario, the market rebalances at $80/bbl in 2020, with further increases in price thereafter.
[…] A more prolonged period of lower oil prices cannot be ruled out. We examine in a low oil price scenario what it would take for this to happen-and what it would mean for the entire energy sector if it did. The oil price in this scenario remains close to $50/bbl until the end of this decade, before rising gradually back to $85/bbl in 2040." These scenarios are based on dependencies in the target system, in particular: "This trajectory is based on assumptions of lower near-term growth in the global economy; a more stable Middle East and a lasting switch in OPEC production strategy in favour of securing a higher share of the oil market (as well as a price that defends the position of oil in the global energy mix); and more resilient non-OPEC supply, notably from US tight oil." [37] . Following this argumentation, there should be statistical evidence for the dependency of the oil price on the global economy, Middle East and OPEC production, and non-OPEC supply (the influences). The proposed method examines this dependency in statistical terms, that is, it allows an analysis whether the influences can explain the value of an input variable. In this sense, the context uncertainty in Walker et al.'s terms can be addressed. The question arises which influences should be chosen to describe an input variable. These are in particular those, which form the argumentative basis for a scenario, but the method allows for more. The BMA method allows the inclusion of many potentially influencing aspects of the target system, which are ranked according to their explanatory power based on statistical evidence. This is a distinct advantage w.r.t. classical statistical analysis, in which the analyst chooses the explanatory variables. In classical statistical analysis, the risk of choosing the wrong, too much or too less explanatory variables (influences) is present. BMA addresses this model uncertainty (note, that now the model that will be used to describe the input variable is meant not the energy model that consequently uses these input variables) by evaluation and ranking of many different possible models explaining the data of the dependent variable.
Equally, it is possible to assess parameter uncertainty for a specific energy model. The influences on parameter assumptions, for example, in some models (LPs in particular) efficiency standards of technologies are assumed over the complete modelling horizon. These assumptions are sometimes (often not) accompanied with justifications why these assumptions are reasonable, what can be evaluated by the method. And also ad hoc assumptions, as for example, bounds on shares of technologies and the like.
The process as presented in the case study can be described in steps. First, the relevant input variables of an energy model which should be assessed in terms of their uncertainty are chosen. 4 Secondly, data that potentially could influence the dependent variable (i.e. the input variable for the energy model) is gathered. Using BMA, many potential influences can be included which are suspected to impact the input variable. A model describing the relationship between the dependent and the explanatory variables is chosen. This can be a multiple linear regression or other models, depending on the influences and their bearing on the dependent variable. Given many different influences are considered, it can be difficult formulating a mathematical relationship which is for all influences the best representation. One might, as in this case study, choose a mathematical relation which represents whether, and by what order of magnitude, the influence increases or decreases the value of the dependent variable by a multiple linear regression model. However, other mathematical formulations are possible and may be more suitable, depending on the input variable and the influences in question. Thirdly, BMA provides the best performing model in terms of its posterior model probability (PMP). Finally, the probability that an input variable can be described with the influences of highest posterior inclusion probability (PIP) is translated in uncertainty, specifically, a lower bound of uncertainty.
In order to perform the last step, it is necessary to provide a definition of uncertainty which departs from probability. The following mathematical formulation is derived from basic probability theory. However, the definition I propose is novel in so far as it is used to interpret uncertainty.
Theory: a definition of uncertainty
An uncertainty assessment should enable the recipient of uncertain information to evaluate how reliable, probable or likely an event is to happen or a statement is true.
Definition: Uncertainty Ψ(A) equals the probability P(A) that an event A might not occur, i.e.
The now presented uncertainty measure (Eq. 12) is called Probabilistic Uncertainty. A set which represents all possible outcomes of a random process is called sample space Ω. Let ℱ be a set of subsets (a collection of events) of Ω, and an event A ∈ ℱ. Be ℱ a σ-algebra on Ω, satisfying the properties
Thus, the empty set (the impossible event) and the sample space are elements of the σ-algebra ℱ, the complement set A C of any event A is an element of the σ-algebra (A C is the case when A is not the case) and the σ-algebra is closed under countable unions. 5 Let P be a finitely additive measure on the measurable space (Ω, ℱ), then P: ℱ → [0,1] with P(Ω) = 1 is a probability measure. The probability space (Ω, ℱ, P) consists therefore of the sample space containing all possible events, the σ-algebra ℱ, and the probability measure P. 6 In particular, let the axioms of probability hold
if A 1 , A 2 are pairwise disjoint. Any event A, B, C,… that is an element of the σ-algebra ℱ is non-negative, the probability of all events of the sample space equals one, and probabilities of disjoint events are additive. This means 7 that for any events A and B of the probability space (Ω, ℱ, P), the following holds (7) that
What this means is that the associated uncertainty of an event A equals the probability that A might not occur, hence the complementary set of events in Ω. For example, if an unfair coin is tossed that yields heads (H) in 7 out of 10 tosses on average, the uncertainty of H is 0.3. Note that the thusly defined uncertainty refers to the event's uncertainty of occurring. That is, if an event has a low probability, its associated uncertainty is high and vice versa.
This simple definition has many advantages. For the discussion here, most relevant is that it is an intuitively acceptable interpretation of uncertainty as the probability of all alternative events in the sample space. Secondly, it is easily derivable from the well-established probability theory.
The following explication for the case study is based on Zeugner [38] . In the BMA of the case study, the prior probability concerns the intuition of the uncertainty analyst how probable she believes a model M γ might be before looking at the data. BMA uses a weighted average of all possible models from the potential explanatory variables (which we called influences and both terms will be used interchangeably). The weights for the averaging are defined via the posterior model probabilities that arise from Bayes' Theorem. The chosen model formulation is linear with a typical input variable y to energy models as dependent variable (natural gas price), α γ a constant for a model γ, β γ the coefficients for a model γ, ε a normal IID error term with variance σ 2 , and: X a matrix of K potential explanatory variables (influences) with some chosen variables for a model γ. As the uncertainty analyst does not know which influences are relevant for modelling the dependent variable, the sample space Ω contains 2 K models of the general form
Then Bayes' Theorem for the posterior model probability for the weights Zeugner [38] is given by
The results of the BMA are the PMPs for statistical models representing the input variables of energy models in terms of the influences bearing on them. The relevance of individual influences can be analysed in terms of their individual PIP. Also, a predictive density can be calculated which would allow a coherent and transparent assumption generating process, taking into account statistical data of relevant influences. For example, profitability of natural gas production is often an implicit assumption which can be analysed in terms of its relevance (PIP) for the natural gas price. 8 The choice of key assumptions for scenarios could thence depart explicitly from relevant influences rather than choosing the value of an input variable and implicitly assuming context facts that might not only be unknown (or not communicated) but also-in the worst case-contradictory.
Such an assessment allows analysing context uncertainty, parameter uncertainty and input variable uncertainty in Walker et al.'s terms. By Eq. 12, the uncertainty can be quantified using the calculated PMP of a given model M γ as assumption probability, starting with (12) and substituting (14) leading to (15) .
Similarly, the uncertainty of individual influences in the context of sample space Ω can be assessed by using PIP k instead of PMP Mγ . With Ψ(•) defined as a measure on [0,1] uncertainty can be expressed as a percentage. This unambiguous representation has distinctive advantages with respect to qualitative uncertainty assessments.
The aim of this section was introducing a notion of uncertainty that is probability based, called Probabilistic Uncertainty. The notion has the benefit of unambiguous uncertainty quantification, using the well-established mathematical framework of probability and measure theory.
Case study: uncertainty of a natural gas price assumption The probability assessment for this example of an energy model input variable, the natural gas price, is based on a set of data with 18 variables and 26 observations. 9 Detailed information on the data used, references and units before log transformation can be found in the Appendix. However, the aim of this case study is not deriving a general statement regarding the uncertainty of a natural gas price assumption. Rather it is an example how the proposed approach is applied. A meaningful statement can be obtained in the context of a specific energy model, its time resolution and geographic scope which would have to be aligned with data used for BMA. This case study has no specific model application.
The subset of possible models, the model space Ω, to choose from, is 2 k = 262,144 potential models. First, an adequate model that respects the body of evidence must be chosen. To this end, BMA is applied [38] [39] [40] . The method yields posterior inclusion probabilities (PIP) for all candidate explanatory variables, i.e. influences 10 (aka regressors). The PIPs of the regressors can then be converted to an uncertainty assessment of individual influences on the dependent variable (the input variable to an energy model) by application of formula (15) . This yields insight which influences within the best performing model in terms of posterior model probability (PMP) are more uncertain to explain the data than others. The following results are computed with R statistical software. For a discussion and introduction to BMA see [39] [40] [41] [42] . The results follow from the data set detailed in the Appendix, a burn-in of 50,000 with 100,000 iterations, the g prior is set to g = max (N;K 2 ), that is a mechanism such that posterior model probabilities (PMP) asymptotically either behave like the Bayesian information criterion (with g = N) or the risk inflation criterion (g = K 2 ). 11 Generally, a small hyperparameter g reflects low prior coefficient variance and implies a strong initial belief that the coefficients are 0. In contrast, as g → ∞, the coefficient estimator approaches the ordinary least squares OLS estimator.
Due to the large number of potential variable combinations, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler is used that relies on a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to analyse the model space, the manner of model choice is a birth-death-sampler. 12 Using a MCMC sampler facilitates the inclusion of many potential influences only at the expense of computation time. In Table 1 , the results are detailed, sorted by posterior inclusion probability (PIP) of the regressors. For a description of the regressors, i.e. the influences, the Appendix can be consulted. In the first column, the influences are named. In the second column, the posterior inclusion probability is displayed. The PIP is the sum of posterior model probability (PMP) for all models wherein the influence was included. One can imagine the PIP as the quality of a variable to explain the data measured with respect to all other possible variables which were chosen by the birth-death-sampler of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The quality is good, when the actual data point which has to be explained (i.e. the dependent variable's value in a given year) can be "calculated" by the model with little deviation and hence small residuals. The posterior mean in the third column provides further information of the quality of the variable by averaging over all models, including models wherein the variable was omitted. The posterior standard deviation "Post SD" in the fourth column indicates how much dispersion the variable has, also displayed in Fig. 3 . The conditional posterior sign "Cond.Pos.Sign" in the fifth column is the "sign certainty" as Zeugner names it, meaning that in some models, the variable may be included with a positive and in some with a negative sign, and the conditional posterior sign indicates posterior probability of a positive coefficient expected value, conditional on inclusion. That is, the fifth column displays the probability that the expected value of the coefficient is positive based on all cases (i.e. models), the variable was included.
The "Cond.Pos. Sign" is also indicated in Fig. 1 . Red colour indicates a negative coefficient, blue colour indicates a positive coefficient and white colour indicates non-inclusion, i.e. a zero coefficient. As the first column of Table 1 depicts (the PIP), 99.2 % of all models in the model space include US Natural Gas Consumption (USCONNG) as an explanatory variable for the dependent variable Natural Gas Price, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 as high inclusion probability, that is, the variable was included in most models, illustrated by the red colour across almost all probabilities (from left to right). The cumulative model probability axis depicted against the explanatory variables (y-axis) in Fig. 1 can be interpreted as the mass of models (how many models) in which the variable was included. The first section of the x-axis (on the left side, the largest section of the x-axis) shows the best model, that is the model with highest PMP mass and the variables of which this model is comprised (on the y-axis). The corresponding model can be seen in Table 3 : "Model 1". In other words, this graph, which is based on the best 2000 Table 3 this model is named "Model 2". Alike one can retrieve all models of Table 3 . This implies a prior expected model size of
With a beta-binomial specification and prior model size of K/2, the model prior would be completely flat over the model sizes (x-axis of first graph). For a discussion of prior influence in an econometric context see Eicher [43] , or Ley and Steel section 3 [44] . Posterior Model Probabilities of the best performing 2000 models are displayed on the ordinate of the second graph. Analytical Posterior Model Probabilities are displayed in the red line. The blue line indicates the MCMC iteration counts.
The graphical analysis in combination with the model summary (Table 2) indicates that convergence was achieved to an acceptable extent, namely 0.9986. "Corr PMP" defines the correlation between iteration counts and analytical posterior model probabilities for the 2000 best models.
In Table 2 , further model and simulation statistics as well as input are shown. The BRIC g-prior was explained before. Large shrinkage statistics can be used to analyse the importance of different model specific gpriors. The results of this computation are probability densities for regression coefficients and posterior model probabilities for the models. In Table 3 , the best five models in terms of PMP and the coefficient estimates are displayed.
The exact PMP are analytical values, MCMC are simulated values. The PMP is proportional to the marginal likelihood of the respective model, i.e. the probability of the data given the model, times the prior model probability. The best model has a PMP of ca. 11 %. In Fig. 3 , the marginal distribution density of the used variables coefficients is depicted. The numerical coefficient estimators correspond with the coefficient values in Table 3 . The integral of the densities sums up to the analytical PIP of the regressors, as reported in Table 1 .
In order to understand how the distributions are generated, Fig. 4 illustrates the expected values of the best 2000 models generated by the MCMC sampler. These expected values produce the density of the coefficient of the variable CRUDE_PRICE. In other words, every vertical grey line corresponds to the expected value of a model (x-axis); the density describes how many models indicate this value (y-axis). The conditional expected value of the variable which is depicted in red (cond. EV) is the analytical value and Cond. EV MCMC is the sampled expected value. Due to reasonable convergence statistics as depicted in Table 2 , the values are rather close to one another.
Although the interpretation of the results is not the main focus of this case study, some explanatory remarks are provided as an example for other "262144" " 11" " 100" " 0.9986" " 26"
Model Prior g-Prior Shrinkage-Stats "uniform/9" " BRIC" " Av = 0.9969" uncertainty assessments with BMA and Probabilistic Uncertainty. Applied to a specific model, these would indeed refer to the reasoning of assumptions, as discussed in the background section. The posterior inclusion probability (PIP) of individual influences depends on the explanatory power of the variable over the whole model space. "WTI Price" with almost 99 % posterior inclusion probability can be interpreted as a reflection of the linkage to oil price developments in natural gas prices. The highest PIP is found in the variable "USCONNG" which is the US Natural Gas consumption, 13 what is due to the fact that the response variable, the natural gas price, is the import price for Germany. If the analysed natural gas price were the end consumer price for households or industry, other dependencies could become transparent. Hence, an appropriate choice of the statistical representation of influences, including considerations of data time resolution and geographical scope of the data is necessary to allow for BMA finding relevant influences for a given energy model. Intuitively, the regression model should meet the needs of the subsequently used energy economic model in terms of spatial and time resolution, inclusion of regional variables and the use of a high number of observations is recommended. For example, if an energy model has a time resolution of 12 time slices a year (summer/winter/spring/fall/day/night/peak), the appropriate time resolution could be monthly data, or even daily data if available.
The posterior model probability (PMP) of ca. 11 % seems to reflect a low capacity of the model to represent the observed data. BMA approaches in other contexts should relativize that finding. The example presented by Fernandez et al. for an econometric context reports a PMP of 0.3 [45] . The much cited paper of Hoeting, stressing advantages of BMA with respect to classical statistical methods, uses a medical context and reports a PMP of 0.17 in a dataset on primary biliary cirrhosis 14 [39] . A PMP of 0.11 for the case study seems thus, even though being low, not unacceptable. What this means in terms of uncertainty is discussed in the next section.
The BMA calculation method of PMP for a statistical model is not new. I chose the method for several reasons. First, it is an approach with solid mathematical formulation as cited. Second, it resolves one of the main problems when dealing with an interrelated target system, as energy models do: what influences the exogenous variable (the input variable) of an energy model. Using the BMA method, the modeller is provided a statistical tool to assess the significance of an influence based on data, and can argue with statistical relevance in contrast to pure intuition. This is not to say that intuition can or should not be applied in energy modelling, rather, it can be supplemented by data.
From probability to uncertainty
Communicating an explicit uncertainty assessment, rather than general disclaimers as is current practice, seems necessary because most energy scenarios are presented in great detail in terms of numbers and figures and may thereby suggest a certainty which is possibly not justified. The presented definition of uncertainty departing from probability provides a tool which corresponds to a given energy models results' in terms of its input variables, its geographical coverage and time resolution. Yet, the method is applicable to very different kinds of energy models (by adjustment of input variables, and potential influences) and is thus also flexible. In the next sections, the application is exemplified with the theoretical concept of the previous sections and the BMA calculation.
The posterior model probability (PMP) can be used to derive the structural, model dependent uncertainty. PMPs are generated with respect to all variables 
with Model (M) and γ = {1,2,3,4,5} the five best performing models BMA yields that the model with the highest PMP (thus the lowest uncertainty) includes six variables, hence, k = 6. In Tables 4 and 5 , the results as percentages are presented. The uncertainty is calculated straight forwardly from the PMP, the probability specifying the explanatory power of the model (the extent to which the influences can explain the dependent variable statistically). The model uncertainty of model 1 of approx. 89 % is the uncertainty of the model representing the natural gas price. If model 1 was chosen to represent the natural gas price, the variables would have individual uncertainties of approx. 11 % on average. The individual uncertainties allow an assessment of the explanatory variables and may help to choose the model of lowest uncertainty, or, to consciously include influences with limited explanatory power due to other considerations. 15 To illustrate this, Table 5 depicts model 2, the second-best model in terms of PMP that includes seven of the initial 17 variables. This model choice yields an uncertainty of influences of approximately 19 % on average and a corresponding model uncertainty of ca. 92 %.
Posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) are used to derive uncertainty of individual explanatory variables, that is, influences. By means of BMA, it becomes clear which variables contribute explanatory power to a model in terms of increased PMP. Applying formula (12) yields the uncertainty of individual influences, hereby taking the inclusion probability the variable k (influence) PIP k has. That is,
Assuming that every variable is supposed to explain the dependent variable with low uncertainty, it follows that variables which perform poorly in terms of explanatory power (i.e. low PIP) should be excluded. However, it may be the case that an influence should be included in an analysis in spite of its low PIP. By individual uncertainties it becomes transparent at what "cost" such an inclusion comes.
The results show that an inclusion of variables which are of little explanatory value to the model increase uncertainty. This uncertainty is captured in the lower PMP. In Table 4 , the uncertainty assessment for model 1 (cf. Table 3 ) is depicted. The individual uncertainties, (i.e. the uncertainty of influences) yield uncertainties between less than 1 % and almost 50 %. This percentage quantifies to what extent the variable is uncertain in its individual contribution to explaining the dependent variable, the natural gas price in the sample space Ω. This is not to say that these variables in general have the calculated individual uncertainty. The posterior inclusion probability yielding the individual uncertainty quantifies in how many cases of the Monte Carlo simulation of the sample space Ω this variable contributed to an increased posterior model probability (PMP). Within that model, the individual uncertainties further specify the uncertainty whether a specific influence contributes to explaining the data of the dependent variable.
Please note that one can use any statistical data suspected to influence the input variable of an energy model. I argue that the assumption is not well justified if the probability of these influences explaining the input variable is low and, consequently, its uncertainty is high. For example, if a natural gas price assumption in a fictive energy model (with a scope adequate to the data used for this BMA 16 For a detailed analysis of the predictive performance see Chua et al. [46] , for a prediction exercise with dynamic factor models [47] .
In Fig. 5 , the predictive density and the real value of the natural gas price for observation 25 (2008) are depicted. Response variable on the abscissa is the natural gas price which was called dependent variable and is the input variable to an energy model. The predictive density on the ordinate shows where-with respect to the BMA model chosen--natural gas price assumption should be settled given the influences. The predictions underestimate the natural gas price cf. Table 6 . A detailed analysis could explain whether the two real values are outliers. The associated uncertainty for the model (cf. Table 4 ) already indicates that prediction results can be expected to be rather poor. This is a notably coherent approach when key assumptions are to be chosen for input variables in quantitative terms. When defining storylines for scenarios, the need for quantitative assumptions arises. Using predictive densities for input variables can be employed to find the numerical values for assumptions based on statistical data. Not only become the implicit assumptions about the variable context in the target system explicit (and can be communicated to recipients), but also a value for the assumption that respects past observations can be retrieved. Valuable information of the predictive density are the form (wellshaped), the standard errors (0.36 for 2008 and 0.319 for 2009) and the expected value that could be used to formulate a statement of the form: "With an uncertainty of at least 89 %, the natural gas price lies between 11.44 and 9.97 US dollars per million Btu. This estimation is based on six influences on the Natural gas price over a period of 24 years."
From uncertainty of input variables to uncertainty of energy model results
The assessed uncertainty of input variables to energy models can subsequently be used to formulate a lower bound of the associated uncertainty of energy model results, under the introduced premise that the output of an energy model cannot be less uncertain than the input.
A statement of the form: "Given the input variables used in this energy model, the results and forecast statements from it are uncertain by at least 89 %. Relevant influences on the input variables which can be analysed statistically indicate this uncertainty.
17 " The statement could be further refined for specific input variables and energy model results which can be appointed to these inputs. In general, the least certain input variable should determine the uncertainty statements. In particular, if decision support is aspired and explicit recommendations are formulated, recommended measures should include an uncertainty assessment for relevant variables concerning the measure. It seems necessary to clarify that such an uncertainty assessment should not be perceived as tool to attack the credence of energy model results. Quite contrarily, quantifying uncertainty should render model results more realistic in the light of a constantly changing, interrelated and non-deterministic target system. Any other methodology of decision support for mid-and long-term future choices supposedly will have comparable difficulties anticipating developments. Even with (very) high associated uncertainty, energy models can be of (relativised) value in decision support after all.
If model-based statements, projections and recommendations are used in policy advice, it is necessary to accompany these statements with an indication of how dependable they are. Transparency in the modelling process and evaluation by recipients would be improved, if energy model results were communicated with their associated uncertainty (Eq. 15), context dependency (influences deemed relevant), and explicit assumptions (numeric assumptions of influences for prediction).
The aim of the case study is to exemplify how a quantitative assessment with the BMA method and Probabilistic Uncertainty for input variables to energy models could work. The presented modelling choices are not meant to be a unique solution; rather, the approach could be developed along these lines. Software solutions other than R could be applied.
Results
In summarising the findings of the case study, the main observation is that by applying Probabilistic Uncertainty and BMA method, a quantitative assessment of uncertainty in terms of input, parameter, and context uncertainty is possible. The embedded nature of input variables in other systems and beyond energy model boundaries is referred to as "context" and can be analysed by suitable choice of potential explanatory variables, called influences. Among the small database used for this case study, significant influences on the natural gas price are consumption in the USA, crude oil price, electricity power consumption, road sector energy consumption, gross domestic product and the share of combustible renewables and waste in total energy consumption.
The results suggest that the natural gas price as an input variable holds an uncertainty of at least 89 %, given the data used. Clearly, as this case study was not designed for a specific energy model, these findings cannot be applied to an energy model. For an application to a specific energy model, the regional scope, time resolution and sectorial (dis-)aggregation of influences must be chosen accordingly. It is important to note that-as with all statistical analyses-long observation periods and reliable data sources increase the quality of the assessment, as it reflects reality more accurately. This paper is not focussed on the interpretation of results but rather on a presentation of the practical aspects of the method. The case study has an exemplifying character and could be used as a reference for an uncertainty assessment with suitable data for a specific energy model.
However, based on the case study, some general analyses can be formulated. It seems that at least some input variables to energy models are highly uncertain with respect to influences bearing on them. Those influences which can be estimated by statistical methods seemingly explain (at least some) input variables of energy models with little probability. The conjecture is that resorting to general disclaimers, as it is common practice, does not reflect the high uncertainty that is associated with individual energy model results. The presented approach could provide an energy model specific, explicit and understandable uncertainty assessment which could accompany energy scenarios and render associated uncertainties tangible for the recipients.
Discussion
According to Walker et al. statistical uncertainty is the least ignorant of all uncertainties involved in models. It thus seems reasonable to use statistical data for uncertainty assessments. However, subjective expert knowledge should be included and the method can accommodate this by prior probabilities.
Statistical data dependence of the approach clearly limits its applicability if data are scarce or not available. Assuming that many influential input variables to energy models are well studied and observed, such as gross domestic product, population growth and the like, the approach should at least be discussed for those variables. The problem of statistical data correlation is present, and is illustrated in the annex. Gathering statistical data of influences can be a significant amount of work. The question arises if this work is justified. I think that it is insofar justified, as energy model results aim to be used in decision support, as presented, for example, the IEA states this in their self-presentation [20] . It seems reasonable and good scientific practice providing an uncertainty assessment if energy scenarios are to be the basis of policy-making, planning and investment decisions. Recipients may hold an unjustified confidence in "projections" or scenarios suggest by studies, if uncertainties are not analysed in detail. One key argument of energy models is that if all assumptions hold, the development would be as presented in the energy scenario. The proposed approach can render transparent whether statistical evidence is lacking for this argument. First, it is highly unlikely that all assumptions hold, given there can be hundreds in an energy model. Second, even if all assumptions hold, the method potentially proves that for at least some assumptions (the assessed input variables), the assumed cause-effectrelations are statistically highly uncertain. If not, the better, for energy model results would be affiliated with an uncertainty assessment proving its reliability statistically. To give an example, the specific assumption of the input variable "natural gas price" can be justified with developments in production and consumption patterns (the influences), yet given historical data, it may prove that these developments did not explain the value. If it can be justified by the influences, the uncertainty assessment provides statistical evidence.
Another limiting aspect if it comes to large and complex models, it is the parametric nature of the proposed uncertainty assessment. An intelligent choice of input variables which are analysed seems necessary, given that large models employ thousands of assumptions. This could be done in several ways. For one, the most influential input variables could be chosen, possibly determined by a sensitivity analysis. This approach proved successful in the NUSAP method [23] . Or, if tracking of input variables across the energy model processing is possible, the number of variables that are assessed could be limited. Yet another possibility departs from model-based recommendations, which should be based on a specific model result, and that result should be evaluated with respect to its uncertainty. In other words, if a model-based energy scenario is publicly presented, it should be accompanied with an uncertainty assessment for the variables which are the basis for recommendations. Typically, these would be the exogenous variables presented in the storylines, or definitions of scenarios, as for example, the numerical key assumptions in the "New policies scenario" in the World Energy Outlook by the IEA [37] . It is possible that some input variables are less uncertain than others, in which case, the most uncertain input variable should provide the lower bound (with reference to the premise that output cannot be less uncertain than input to the energy model). It is not claimed that the presented example of an input variable (the natural gas price assumption) is the most important assumption of an energy system model. It is chosen for it is a typical assumption which is decisive for energy model results, in particular, if an optimisation model is used with an economic rationale, as are other price and cost assumptions, be it of fuels or technologies. The uncertainty assessment of input variables is indeed work, statistical work and computational work. However, if one aspires an uncertainty quantification (rather than a general disclaimer) with a solid method, it cannot be achieved through one assessment for an energy model, neither quantitatively nor qualitatively (the number of expert elicitations in qualitative assessments may render proof ). Also, it would not do justice to highly detailed energy models, which might well profit from the possibility to analyse specific input variables in terms of their uncertainty.
Another legitimate criticism is that the mathematical formulation for the BMA analysis may not be suitable. Indeed, it is very likely that a multiple linear regression, or any other mathematical relationship (quadratic or polynomial regression, or other non-linear functions) for that matter, does not depict the bearing of influences on the dependent variable realistically. But neither do energy models represent the bearing of target system aspects in a realistic way. Hence, if one is willing to accept that the idealising mathematical formulation of an energy model 18 can have any significance, one would consequently accept that the mathematical formulation of the proposed uncertainty assessment can have significance. If not, the uncertainty assessment is obsolete for such a person would not accord any significance to energy model results anyway. However, if the energy model results are granted in any credibility by a recipient, the person should be provided an assessment of that credibility in adequate terms. I do not claim that a multiple linear regression is the best representation for all assessments, but for most For exceptional cases it is possible to adapt the functional relation between a dependent variable (the input variable to the energy model) and the influences deemed relevant. Indeed, the functional relation needs to be evaluated for a specific energy model input and relevant data. I, however, do claim that effort should be made to find a functional relation (linear or non-linear), for if there is none, it is questionable how the energy models which themselves assume functional relations can be justified. The presented approach provides a quantitative explicit tool that is adjustable for different energy model types (their input variables and influences bearing on them), and flexible in the definition of the functional mathematical relation of influences on an input variable.
The computational effort for the presented case study was reasonable, taking approx. 10-min calculation time with the used software. All graphs are standard functionalities of the R BMS package. Data collection and preparation is indeed more time consuming. It is suspected that energy modellers would already dispose of much relevant statistical data for calibration purposes from reliable sources.
The method, as any statistical method, assesses probabilities based on past events. This implies that the expectation and focus of future developments is in a sense limited. However, the energy models operate within the same set of assumptions and expectations, which is why this method does not determine the future but rather provides expectations based on the past. A statistical analysis is always focussing on the past. The implicit assumption is that relations in the past are at least likely to hold in future. This must not be the case. But given that the energy models are also calibrated with and based on statistical data, the analysis is consistent with practices in energy modelling, less subjective than expert elicitation and more specific than general disclaimers.
The method can be criticised for an idealisation inherent to all modelling techniques. The assumption that the sample space Ω can be known in its entirety does not hold from a realistic point of view. It is not possible to know and account for all thinkable and hence possible alternative events (which by definition comprise uncertainty). Given that an energy model is confronted with the same arbitrarily defined sample space, it is equally meaningless to compute a projection or forecast with an energy model as it is to assess its uncertainty. However, if the energy models are used, it becomes meaningful to assess their uncertainty within the model's sample space. The approach has the distinct advantage of analysing the relevance of potential influences in statistical terms and subjective expert knowledge (by means of prior specification), in contrast to a purely subjective uncertainty assessment as expert elicitation. However, experts may have a clear intuition which influences affect an input variable of an energy model. Analysing these influences in terms of BMA and Probabilistic Uncertainty may render some intuitive over-or underestimations transparent.
The energy models may have time horizons of decennia, and the question arises, whether the uncertainty assessed by the proposed approach is stable for energy model results in the long-term future. Indeed, it is not. Uncertainty is expected to be higher, the further in the future, a model-based statement is settled. If, for example, an energy study promotes a specific energy system state in the year 2040, the uncertainty is expected to be higher than the uncertainty 1 year from now. Uncertainty over time of assumptions means that if a model has a modelling horizon, and model results are displayed as time series, the related uncertainty of the results must increase towards the end of the horizon in future. As stated above, this is due to the facts that model inherent simplifications and generalisations perform error propagation and that assumptions regarding mid-or long-term future cannot be verified or falsified with available tests at present time. Note, that the related uncertainty increases the further in the future an assumption is made. Let A be an assumption with a time index x, x = 1,2,3,…,n. The time index is to be read as some sort of regular time interval, e.g. hour, month, or year. Further, assume that a model is comprised of different assumptions A, each of which is time dependent. An assumption A, as the natural gas price, in 1 month from now is dependent on different influences, let those influence be named I j , with an index for there is more than one influence, indexed by j = 1,2,3,…m. For this example influences such as extraction rates, transportation infrastructure, political stability of producing countries and the like may be relevant. Let A x be a function of I xj , that is, an assumption A at a given point in time x is dependent on the influence I j of that time x. The assumptions of influences, e.g. the extraction rate I xj , is with increasing time less based on information which translates to uncertainty. This uncertainty is also increasing for A, as it is a function of I xj . It becomes clear that the uncertainty of assumption A heavily depends on the availability of information regarding the influences I j . If no information whatsoever is available, the influences are pure assumptions which can be arranged via the predictive density of the presented approach, thereby respecting historical data. Generally, uncertainty can but must not increase as the assumption lies further in the future, due to unforeseeable developments. The proposed lower bound of uncertainty captures the fact that an uncertainty analysis based on statistical data may give an evaluation of the lowest uncertainty indicated by statistics, and that some energy model results may be more uncertain.
Conclusions
The presented Bayesian approach for uncertainty quantification in terms of assumption probabilities allows an uncertainty assessment of input to energy models.
In the first section, the question where uncertainty is present in energy models and why it should be addressed was discussed. This discussion should raise the awareness that energy model results are highly dependent on input assumptions. The practice of "general disclaimers" seems unsatisfactory, especially, if model-based statements are used for policy advice and decision support creating far-reaching social, economic, and environmental consequences.
The next section provided a definition of uncertainty. The probabilistic uncertainty measure defined allows quantifying uncertainty in a coherent manner with probability theory. The distinct advantage with respect to commonly used qualitative assessments is an unambiguous representation of uncertainty, which is understandable without tedious lecture of explanatory notes. "The probability that a statement might not be true is at least Ψ (e.g. 89 %)" seems more explicit and understandable than commonly used "likely", "very likely" and the like cf. [48] . Intentionally, the approach relies on established methodologies (BMA) and conceptual frameworks (probability theory) to derive such quantitative statements. Another advantage is a consistent and transparent quantitative interpretation of implicit assumptions as predictive densities for assumptions of input variables to energy models.
Finally, the presented case study aimed at exemplifying how the approach in practice could work. Indeed, specifications of BMA such as the chosen sample-routine or the prior choice should be discussed individually for a specific input variable of an energy model. The case study illustrates how the approach could add to the tools of uncertainty quantification in energy modelling.
Further research should include practical specifications of the approach and legitimate inference from uncertain energy model results. A comparison of the different energy models could be carried out to evaluate their associated uncertainty. 
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